The minimalistic environment of standard laboratory cages can adversely influence the responses of animals in standard behavioural tests and other aspects of the animals' biology. To avoid this, cages should provide for the animals' species-specific behavioural characteristics. We hypothesized that, given their possible capacity for colour vision, laboratory mice, Mus musculus, would show preferences between cages of different colours. Studies show that environmental colour can influence emotionality and task performance in humans, suggesting that cage colour could also affect emotionality and performance of mice in behavioural tests. Seventy-two mice were housed in home cages painted red, black, green or white. Five weeks later, 24 mice were placed individually into an apparatus allowing them to choose between cages of each of the home cage colours. Each mouse showed a highly significant preference, which overall, was unrelated to home cage colour. White cages were most preferred and red were least. Home cage colour had a significant effect on body weight and food consumption as well as on behaviour in a raised plus maze. Mice from red home cages spent most time in the closed arms, indicating greater anxiety, possibly suggesting that the reduced occupancy of the red preference cages resulted from avoidance of environmental conditions that induced a negative mental state. These findings show that laboratory mice have strong preferences between cages of different colours. We also found that an apparently inconsequential environmental variable, home cage colour, can influence responses in standard behavioural tests, which should be considered in assessing the external validity of such tests. 
The minimalistic environment of standard laboratory cages can adversely influence the responses of animals in standard behavioural tests and other aspects of the animals' biology. To avoid this, cages should provide for the animals' species-specific behavioural characteristics. We hypothesized that, given their possible capacity for colour vision, laboratory mice, Mus musculus, would show preferences between cages of different colours. Studies show that environmental colour can influence emotionality and task performance in humans, suggesting that cage colour could also affect emotionality and performance of mice in behavioural tests. Seventy-two mice were housed in home cages painted red, black, green or white. Five weeks later, 24 mice were placed individually into an apparatus allowing them to choose between cages of each of the home cage colours. Each mouse showed a highly significant preference, which overall, was unrelated to home cage colour. White cages were most preferred and red were least. Home cage colour had a significant effect on body weight and food consumption as well as on behaviour in a raised plus maze. Mice from red home cages spent most time in the closed arms, indicating greater anxiety, possibly suggesting that the reduced occupancy of the red preference cages resulted from avoidance of environmental conditions that induced a negative mental state. These findings show that laboratory mice have strong preferences between cages of different colours. We also found that an apparently inconsequential environmental variable, home cage colour, can influence responses in standard behavioural tests, which should be considered in assessing the external validity of such tests. Standard cages for laboratory animals are designed primarily for human convenience. Typically, laboratory cages for rodents are small and contain only food, water, substrate and perhaps cage mates. Rearing animals in such minimalistic environments can fundamentally affect the biology of the animal. For example, rearing animals in standard cages compared with enriched cages decreases the number of brain neurones, synapses and dendritic branches, resulting in impaired learning and memory (e.g. Morgan 1973; Rosenzweig & Bennett 1996; van Praag et al. 2000) . Similarly, standard cages compared with enriched cages increase the onset of neurodegeneration in Huntington's disease (van Dellen et al. 2000; Hockly et al. 2002) . Animals affected in these ways are less likely to give data representative of healthy individuals in behavioural and other scientific research, so limiting the external validity of these data (e.g. Prior & Sachser 1995; Crabbe et al. 1999; Prusky et al. 2000; Wurbel 2001) . To reduce this effect, studies have suggested that cages should be designed to accommodate the species-specific behavioural characteristics of the animals that they house (e.g. Dawkins 1988 Dawkins , 1989 Brain 1992; Duncan 1992; Wurbel 2001; Hockly et al. 2002; Sherwin 2002) .
Many researchers have sought to improve cage designs by accommodating the opportunity for species-specific behaviours (reviews in Beaver 1989; Ward & DeMille 1991; Dean 1999; and Sherwin 2002) . The majority of these studies have examined the effects of cage inclusions, that is, objects that can be placed into the cage. Another aspect of the cage, its material structure, has received less attention. Evidence suggests that laboratory rodents prefer, or have better production records in, opaque cages compared with transparent ones (Porter et al. 1963; Baumans et al. 1987) , polypropylene cages compared with wire ones (Eisen 1966) , elongated cages compared with square ones (Weiss et al. 1982 ; but see Baumans et al. 1987) and divided cages compared with nondivided ones (Chamove 1989) .
One characteristic of the cage material that has not been investigated is colour. Standard plastic laboratory cages are either transparent or opaque white, but there is no obvious animal-related reason for this. When given a 
